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Standing Committee on Planning and Urban Renewal 
Inquiry Into Draft Variation to the Territory Plan·No. 344 Woden Town Centre: Zone 

Changes and Amendments to the Philip Precinct Map and Code 
ACT Legislative Assembly 

Dear Standing Committee, 

The Weston Creek Community Council (WCCC) welcomes the opportunity to 
comment on the Standing Committee's Inquiry into Draft Variation to the Territory 
Plan No. 344 Woden Town Centre: Zone Changes and Amendments to the Philip 
Precinct Map and Code. 

General Comments 

The WCCC notes the draft variation to the Territory Plan No. 344 and makes the 
following general comments in relation to development of the Woden Town Centre 
Zone and the Philip Precinct. 

The WCCC considers that the amenity provided by the Woden Town Centre 
and Philip Precinct is of the utmost importance· to the residents of Woden and 
Weston Creek communities. The Centre is a hub for these two regions -
people work, shop, and socialise in the precinct. In addition, with more 
residential developments, people now also live in the precinct. The WCCC 
supports the continued growth and development of the Centre to support tl1e 
needs of the community. · 

The WCCC considers that the overall vibrancy and feel of the Town Centre 
could be improved arn;f this should be one of the foremost considerations 
when planning any new developments or improvements to the Town Centre. 
Currently, the general Centre precinct is stark, cold and dull and lacks 
vibrancy . .There is a lack of landscaping, comfortable community meeting 
spaces, inviting outdoor areas with trees, foliage and flora, and play areas for 
children. The WCCC urges the ACT Government and developers to consider 
how the vibrancy of public spaces in the Town Centre can be improved. 
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The WCCC generally supports development of the Town Centre area but 
urges the ACT Government to carefully consider the impacts of such 
developments on the overall amenity and vibrancy of the Centre, the impacts 
on road usage and parking and the impacts on access to Woden Plaza. 

The WCCC encourages the ACT Government and developers to lodge any 
related development applications in a timely fashion and provide adequate 
opportunities for ongoing consultation. 

WCCC would like to emphasise the need for any development application 
proposed to be considered in the light of the overall plan for the area it is 
proposed so that it is not consdiered in isolation. WCCC has seen the effects 
of the "isolated consideration" in other parts of Canberra and would like to see 
this changed. 

Specific Comments 

The WCCC provides the following comments on the Revisions to the Draft Variation 
that were made as a result of consultation outlined in Section 1.8: 

The WCCC supports changes to rule Rule 3, reducing the area permitted for 
supermarket on a site east of Callum Street from 1500m2 to 500m2 to enable 
a smaller convenience store to serve the day to day needs of residents, while 
not directly competing with the core commercial area of Woden Town Centre. 

o A small convenience store would enable residents to acquire smaller 
day-to-day essentials while still encouraging the use of the facilities 
inside Woden Plaza for more substantial shopping. It is important that 
Woden Plaza remains a viable shopping hub for the Woden and 
Weston Creek regions. 

o WCCC encourages the government to move swiftly to enable a smaller 
convenience store to be in place before the completion of the Woden 
Green residential area, to ensure that residents are able to be serviced 
as they move in. WCCC understands that it can sometimes be difficult 
to find lessees to take up smaller spaces, and we encourage the ACT 
Government to do everything that they can to ensure the space is 
occupied. WCCC's recent experiences in the Molonglo Valley, where 
convenience stores and local shops -are yet to be completed some five 
years after the development of these suburbs began, have shown that 
local shopping opportunities remain key to ensuring the success and 
vibrancy of local communities. 

The WCCC supports the inclusion of a rule requiring solar access to be 
retained to the town square, as well as dwellings adjoining development 
during winter solstice. The WCCC also encourages the ACT Government and 
developers to do everything in their power to ensure that solar access is 
maximized at all times during development. Solar access is important to the 
health and wellbeing of Canberrans. 

The WCCC supports Criteria 23 which ensures buildings are to achieve a high 



standard of design quality. 

The WCCC supports amendments to Rule 33 to clarify that awnings are 
required along the entire length of buildings along active frontages, · rather 
than along entire block frontages. 

The WCCC supports amendments to Rule 35 to permit new driveways along 
Callum Street, but only South of Wilbow Street. This amendment will ensure 
access to new residential developments and WCCC encourages the ACT 
Government and developers to consider how these 
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driveways can be 

designed to ensure pedestrian and cyclist safety along Callum Street. 

The WCCC provides the following comments on RC1 Woden Town Centre: 

The WCCC supports Criteria 2 that buildings incorporate uses on the ground 
floor that generate activity in the public space. This will be important to 
maintaining the vibrancy of the Woden Town Centre. 

The WCCC supports Rule 7 that the existing number of car parks is retained 
on the site and made available for public use at all times. 

The WCCC supports Rule 7 that provides for the retention of the Philip 
Swimming and Ice Skating Centre. 

The WCCC does not support Rule 9 (a) or (b) which permits building heights 
of 24 storeys and 16 storeys: The height of buildings in the area should be 
kept to a minimum and broadly in line with the height of existing buildings in 
the Town Centre. The CZ1 and CZ2 areas often lack sunlight and taller 
buildings would further reduce the amount of sunlight into the Town Centre. 
Should developments of more than 12 storeys be approved, the WCCC 
supports the visual assessment outlined in Criteria 10. 

The WCCC does not support Criteria 11 that would permit one building of up 
to 24 storeys. 

The WCCC supports Criteria 12 that if the development on Section 80 is 
higher than Callum Offices, it should be set back from Callum Office buildings 
at least one metre for each metre of height greater than that of the Callum 
Offices main roof. However, the WCCC encourages government to consider if 
the height of developments behind the Callum Office could be limited to 
ensure that Callum Offices maintains solar access. 

The WCCC supports Rule 14 that the height of buildings in area 'e' and 'f' of 
CZ3 be limited to two storeys. However, the WCCC does not support 
Criteria 14 which would allow buildings of up to five or six storeys to be built in 
these areas. Buildings of higher than two storeys would look 'out of place' with 
existing buildings in these areas. 

The WCCC supports the rules in relation to building form outlined in Section 
2.2 and supports minor departures from these rules which contribute to 
improved pedestrian and cycling access and. street character. As noted 



above, WCCC particularly supports Criteria 23 which relates to high standards 
of design quality. 

The WCCC supports Criteria 25 and encourages the ACT Government to 
encourage developers to consider the .inclusion of additional public parking 
elements where possible. 

The WCCC supports the rules in relation to active frontages outlined in 
Section 2.3, the rules in relation to landscape zones outlined in Section 2.4, 
the rules in relation to awnings outlined in Section 2.5, the rules in relation to 
screening outline in Section 2.6 and the rules in relation to driveways outlined 
in Section 2.7. 

The WCCC provides the following comments on RC3 Callam Street/Athlon Drive 
Corner: 

The WCCC supports the limits on the number of storeys outlined in 
Section 4.1. 

The WCCC supports the rule in relation to potential archeological deposits 
outlined in Section 5.1. 

Shelby A. E. Schofield 

Weston Creek Community Council 




